
Mark 9     Serving the Vulnerable    Sept. 19, 2021 

 Let’s begin this morning by thinking about GOATs.  Yes, GOATS.  They are, of course, 

an animal that can be wild or domesticated; when kept as a farm animal, they can provide milk 

or weed control or fiber that is spun into yarn.  But within our culture, GOAT is additionally an 

acronym, used within the sports world but also beyond.  It stands for Greatest Of All Time and 

has been applied to Tom Brady in football, to LeBron James in basketball, to Muhammed Ali in 

boxing, to Simone Biles in gymnastics, among others. Some, like Simone Biles, may find such 

an attribution to be suffocating and overwhelming; others, like Muhammed Ali are self-

proclaimed as ‘the greatest” and revel in such tributes.  But, let’s face it, our culture is obsessed 

with greatness, with celebrities, with success, with sorting out the winners from the losers.  The 

Olympics, which just happened this past summer, date back to 776 BC in Greece; that’s nearly 

2,800 years ago, and then, as now, these games provided a means to determine who was the 

greatest.  So this is not a new aspect of contemporary culture, but a deeply embedded part of 

human nature that is expressed in numerous ways throughout history.  Including in our Gospel 

lesson this morning, where Jesus’ disciples spend their time on their road trip by foot to 

Capernaum arguing about which of them was the greatest. They may not have been familiar with 

the GOAT acronym, but they definitely embody its spirit in this passage.  Let’s look into this a 

little further. 

 The Gospel of Mark is a brutally honest Gospel, as this passage shows us.  In a fairly 

embarrassing conversation to have recorded for posterity forever, we learn about this petty 

argument.  And it was an argument, Mark specifies this. They weren’t just discussing it, they 
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were fighting about it.  That’s a little awkward, isn’t it?  Especially for folks who had supposedly 

committed themselves to a life of discipleship and service?  Would we anticipate that if Mother 

Teresa and Ghandi could somehow have had a chance to converse, they would have spent the 

time arguing about which of them was the greatest humanitarian?  We would hope not!  Yet that 

is precisely what the disciples do, because they cannot overcome that oh-so-human urge to rank 

everyone in the class, to establish who is the Greatest among them. Sounds like they weren’t at 

all interested in accepting the notion that the result could be a tie; that maybe they were all pretty 

much equal.  They wanted there to be better and worse; greater and lesser.  We know they 

recognize their folly, because when Jesus asks them the cause of their argument, we read, “they 

were silent”. They knew they’d been behaving badly, like petulant kids.   

 The irony of this conversation is all the more apparent when we consider the context of 

this conversation we come upon in Mark 9. Jesus begins by telling his disciples that he will be 

betrayed, killed, and rise again.  Surely that’s a fairly shocking piece of news; we’d expect some 

kind of response from the disciples, wouldn’t we?  After all, they are his closest friends.  We’d 

anticipate a reaction of dismay or horror or something--  but, no, that’s not what happens.  We 

read, “They did not understand what he was saying and were afraid to ask him.”    We might 

wonder, Why didn’t they understand?  It seems fairly clear cut.  Perhaps it was because they 

didn’t want to understand; they envisioned a powerful, victorious, military Messiah, not this 

suffering Messiah that Jesus keeps trying to describe for them.  And why were they afraid to ask 

about it?  Maybe because right before this passage, the disciples had tried to perform a healing-

exorcism and had failed.  Maybe they’re still feeling humiliated with that sense of not quite 

making the grade, and they don’t want to add to that by asking a dumb question?  We all like to 
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save face.  And maybe they’re also afraid to clarify, because they’d prefer to remain in their state 

of denial about where Jesus’ ministry is heading.  Who wants to dwell on future unpleasantness, 

when you can instead assign a class rank to each disciple in your 12-man class?   Why ask the 

hard question when you can live with your wishful thinking instead? 

 I think we relate so easily to the disciples here.  We are happy to allow our delusions to 

provide us a sense of false complacency.  But that’s not how Jesus lived.  He asked the hard 

questions.  He was honest.  He was courageous.  I think we find in this text an encouragement to 

ask God---and ourselves and others---questions that need to be asked, even if they’re difficult 

questions and the answers may alarm us.  Challenging realities are preferable to delusional 

dreams, even if the latter make us feel better.  That’s part of the whole upside-down way God 

approaches things.  Christ isn’t afraid to look death in the face, because He trusts that God makes 

all things new.  And Christ isn’t concerned about sorting out the greatest from the least-est, like 

we are.  In fact, he claims that the greatest among us spend their time serving the least-est. And 

he decides to use an object lesson to make his point. 

 Although the disciples don’t admit the content of their argument, Jesus knows they were 

trying to assign class ranks and determine the greatest among them, and he looks to teach them 

differently.  He takes a child, holds the child in his arms, and says, “Whoever welcomes one such 

child in my name welcomes me, and whoever welcomes me welcomes not me but the one who 

sent me.”   Christ unexpectedly identifies himself with a child rather than with some important 

adult, some GOAT-like Greatest-of-all-time king or military general.  And he insists that in 

welcoming a child, we welcome Him.   
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 Why did Christ use a child for this object lesson for the disciples?  Most likely because 

children, although obviously loved by their families, were at the very bottom of any kind of 

socioeconomic ranking in this ancient society.  There were no protections or safety nets in place 

for children.  They had no legal rights.  Even more so than women, children were powerless and 

vulnerable, at the mercy of those who had rank and power.  And it is with these marginalized, 

vulnerable little ones that Jesus identifies himself.  And he encourages us to welcome them, as if 

welcoming Him.  

 Given that we have this text for this morning, aren’t we so blessed to have an opportunity 

to welcome a child into our community of faith through the Sacrament of Holy Baptism in a few 

minutes?  We are living out this commandment of Jesus, and we do so gladly.  We do seek to 

welcome children into our midst. Pre-pandemic, we had some ideas on how to do that.  Children 

and youth attended worship with their families and then went downstairs for Children’s Church 

or Kid’s Connect.  We had just begun a new confirmation program for 7th graders and up.  We 

encouraged children to participate in ministry with us through the Living Nativity at Julebyen, 

through helping at the Fishcake Dinner, through providing music in worship, through learning 

more about the grace of God through their Christian education programs, just as we all hope to 

do.  The pandemic made all of that so much harder, and it continues to do so.  Particularly since 

the youngest among us cannot yet be vaccinated against Covid-19.  Because of this, we have 

delayed our programming for the young until October, at least.  And because of this, if we do 

worship inside or do other things indoors, we mask, so as to provide protection for the “least of 

these”, the children who may be among us. We tried to remain connected through various forms 

of media with our younger members during the pandemic; we hope to be able to soon move to 
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more direct connections again soon.  But that future remains uncertain, as everyone here knows, 

which is why I most certainly invite your prayers for our ministries with the young, for our 

young ones and their families, and for all the young ones in our areas, their families, their 

schools, their teachers.  We all know it takes a village to raise a child, and we are—literally—a 

village.  There is a part within the Baptismal rite where we, as a congregation, will be asked:  

“People of God, do you promise to support Charlotte and pray for her in her new life in Christ? If 

so say, we do.”, and I know we will say “we do!”  For Charlotte and for all the children of our 

faith community, we say, “we do!”. We take that commitment seriously and intend to keep it.  

And in doing so, we live out Christ’s intention for us, expressed so powerfully in our Gospel 

lesson this morning.  It’s not about being the GOAT, that Greatest of All Time.  It’s not about 

being the greatest even in a small group within one period of time.  It’s not about assigning class 

ranks at all.  It’s about recognizing that all of that doesn’t matter one whit to God.  And it’s about 

serving and loving everyone, especially those most vulnerable among us.  Amen.  
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